Perfect Guy
Attract Your Dream Man

mindpersuasion.com

Instructions
Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any
situation where you are with your perfect man, whatever
that means to you.

Tips for Success
Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that
you are getting closer and closer to finding your perfect
man. Write down any positive comments others make.
Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask
any questions:
mindpersuasion.net

Affirmations
I attract the perfect guy
I attract the ideal lover
I attract in the ideal boyfriend
I am the perfect relationship
my boyfriend loves me
my boyfriend respects me
my boyfriend admires me
my boyfriend takes care of me
my lover loves me
my lover respects me
my lover admires me
my lover takes care of me
my boyfriend loves to seduce me
my man loves to seduce me
my guy is always dreaming about me
my guy is hopelessly in love with me

I am in the perfect relationship
I am in the ideal relationship
I am with the ideal man
I am with the ideal boyfriend
I have everything I want
I am romantically satisfied
I am sexually satisfied
I am intellectually satisfied
I am spiritually satisfied
I am emotionally satisfied
my boyfriend satisfies me in every way
my boyfriend loves to satisfy me
my boyfriend enjoys pleasing me
my boyfriend enjoys taking care of me
my boyfriend enjoys emotional connections with me
my boyfriend is perfect
my boyfriend is ideal

You attract the perfect guy
You attract the ideal lover
You attract the ideal boyfriend
You are in the perfect relationship
your boyfriend loves you
your boyfriend respects you
your boyfriend admires you
your boyfriend takes care of you
your lover loves you
your lover respects you
your lover admires you
your lover takes care of you
your boyfriend loves to seduce you
your man loves to seduce you
your guy is always dreaming about you
your guy is hopelessly in love with you
You are in the perfect relationship

You are in the ideal relationship
You are with the ideal man
You are with the ideal boyfriend
You have everything You want
You are romantically satisfied
You are sexually satisfied
You are intellectually satisfied
You are spiritually satisfied
You are emotionally satisfied
your boyfriend satisfies you in every way
your boyfriend loves to satisfy you
your boyfriend enjoys pleasing you
your boyfriend enjoys taking care of you
your boyfriend enjoys emotional connections with you
your boyfriend is perfect
your boyfriend is ideal

